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INFLUENCER
Introduction
Data Drives All That We Do - Cambridge Analytica
Influencer is a text-sound composition by sound artist and composer
Sebastian Edin and artist Jens Settergren, created specifically for
Hanstholm Fyr.
The composition takes API Image Content Analysis as its main focal point.
The work is composed in five movements: object; face; logo; action; scene–
according to the five basic categories used by API’s to analyse and categorise
the billions of images they are exposed to on a daily basis. The API detects
and categorises images through thousands of categories, such as mountain
bike, happiness or nature. Edin and Settergren have worked together with
three voice actors, whose voices form a kind of choir exploring the five
aforementioned categories, according to an internal logic that might
appear in a certain state of dissolution. The pieces’ soundscape consists of
field recordings carried out by the artists at Hanstholm Fyr and at other sites
in the local vicinity, among them an active windmill at Østerild Testcenter.
Wires; the clicking of cog wheels; structures straining under the stress of
high wind speeds; humming electrical apparatuses and more has been
edited into a composition which blends with the sonic environment of
the lighthouse– while simultaneously setting a technologically saturated
scene for the three voices.
Influencer plays with the idea of categorization and what it means for our
contemporary production and understanding of images that our visual
culture is increasingly analysed and shaped by artificial intelligences.

About API
Image Content Analysis is a technology
available from companies such as
Google (Cloud Vision) and Amazon
(Amazon Rekognition), where a
software
interface
(Application
Programming Interface) is utilized
in order to analyse and categorise
images and video. With the use of
machine learning, the API is constantly
improving and optimising its own
method. Through the acquisition
of new categories, it’s able to carry
out ever more complex image
analyses. These analyses are used to,
among other things, map consumer
behaviour– this in order to promote
products and to adapt dynamically to
ever changing market scenarios.

Sebastian Edin
Sebastian Edin (b. 1991) is a Swedish-Finnish sound artist and composer, who obtained a master’s degree in electronic
composition at DIEM (Danish Institute of Electronic Music) in 2017. His work includes fixed media compositions, sound
installations, performance pieces, music for modern dance and theatre and pieces for instruments and electronics. It
has been presented in Denmark, Sweden, Finland, the Faroe Islands, Great Britain, Germany and Belgium at venues and
festivals such as Lak Festival and Den Sorte Diamant in Denmark; NyMus Live in Sweden and Listasavn Foroyar (National
Art Gallery of the Faroe Islands) in Tórshavn. In 2018 he has received a work grant from the Danish Arts Foundation,
a two month residency at Elektronmusikstudion EMS in Stockholm and recently won first prize in category A of the
2018 Métamorphoses competition. In October, he will open the L’Espace du Son festival in Bruxelles, Belgium with a
performance of his piece Vestiges.
Jens Settergren
Jens Settergren (b. 1989) obtained a diploma in fine arts from The Jutland Art Academy in 2016. He works with sculpture,
drawing, sound, video and text, often in various combinations. On his own and as part of the artist group Piscine he
has exhibited at a number of renowned venues both nationally and internationally, such as the INCA Institute of New
Connotative Action in Portland, Poor Farm in Wisconsin, Fuego in Mexico City, die raum in Berlin, Struer Tracks Biennale
for sound art, Kunsthal Aarhus and Kunsthal NORD in Aalborg. Settergren has received work grants from The Danish
Art Foundation in 2017 and 2018, and last year he completed a major public commission at Hammel Neurocenter. In
2016 he published a collection of sonnets entitled Tropica Dissolvuntur through the publishing house Antipyrine. He
recently completed an installation for the Energy Academy on Samsø, and earlier this year he received a residency at the
International Studio & Curatorial Program in New York, where he’ll spend the first half of 2019.
Edin & Settergren
Since 2012, Sebastian Edin and Jens Settergren has collaborated on various projects in which sound has played a crucial
role. Their work has been presented at a number of venues both nationally and internationally– among others Rum46
in Aarhus and Norberg Festival in Sweden. In 2018, the sound art platform Errant Sound in Berlin commissioned a work
from the duo which resulted in the six-channel piece Topos.
Hanstholm Fyr Residency
Influencer has been created in connection with Jens Settergrens’ residency at Hanstholm Fyr between 1st of August and
30th of September 2019. The residency is part of Hanstholm Fyr’s new program Art-Nature-Human, focusing on nordic
contemporary art. Settergren’s residency is framed by the theme Human and Wind, and is supported by Grøn Ordning.

